CALCULATION
PROGRESSION Y1 – Y6

Date: July 2020

Introduction
This document lists National Curriculum objectives along with the key concepts and skills, vocabulary and suggested representations to use when teaching calculation.
It also gives the relevant objectives from the Lowfield Key Instant Recall Facts (KIRF) grid. These should be used alongside the National Curriculum objectives when
planning calculation sessions.
The document is in two main parts: Addition & Subtraction and Multiplication & Division. Each year group from Y1 – Y6 has its own section within these but the
document should ideally be looked at as a whole so that progression is fully understood. There is also a Formal Methods Layout appendix.
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NC objectives
Ma1/2.2a read, write and interpret mathematical statements
involving addition (+), subtraction (-) and equals (=) signs

KIRF objectives
Know all the number bonds to 5.

Concepts / skills

Vocabulary

Combining two parts to make a
whole: aggregation.

add, more, plus, and, make,
altogether, total, double

Starting with a number and counting
on: augmentation.

take, take away, less, minus,
subtract, leaves, how many more,
how many fewer / less than, how
many left? difference

Know all number bonds to 10.
Ma1/2.2b represent and use number bonds and related
subtraction facts within 20
Ma1/2.2c add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers
to 20, including 0

Know all addition and subtraction
facts for numbers between 0 and 10.
Know doubles of all numbers to 10
and halves of even numbers to 10.

Addition and Subtraction

Ma1/2.2d solve one-step problems that involve addition and
subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial
Know halves of even numbers to 20.
representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = ? 9.

Regrouping / exchanging ones to
make ten.
Taking away ones by counting back.

exchange, regroup, equal to, equals,
double, half

Finding a difference by comparing
two groups.

Representations

Y1
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NC objectives
Ma2/2.2a
i.

ii.

solve problems with addition and subtraction:

using concrete objects and pictorial representations,
including those involving numbers, quantities and
measures
applying their increasing knowledge of mental and
written methods

KIRF objectives
Know all addition and subtraction
facts for numbers between 11 and
20.

Adding three single digits by adding
two first, e.g. to make 10, and then
adding the third.

Know all addition and subtraction
facts using multiples of 10 to 100.

Using Base 10 to ‘make’ and then
combine two numbers, including
regrouping / exchanging ones to
make ten.

Ma2/2.2b recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20
fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100

Addition and Subtraction

Ma2/2.2c add and subtract numbers using concrete objects,
pictorial representations, and mentally, including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Concepts / skills

a two-digit number and 1s
a two-digit number and 10s
2 two-digit numbers
adding 3 one-digit numbers

Using knowledge of number bonds
within 10 to support more complex
calculations.
Using Base 10 to ‘take’ one number
from another, including exchanging
tens for ones.

Vocabulary
(New vocabulary in bold)
add, more, plus, and, make,
altogether, total, double, tens, ones,
partition, addition, column
take, take away, less, minus,
subtract, leaves, how many more,
how many fewer / less than, how
many left, difference, how much
less is_?
exchange, regroup, equal to, equals,
double, half, inverse, strategy

Finding the difference by counting
on and by subtracting.

Ma2/2.2d show that addition of 2 numbers can be done in
any order (commutative) and subtraction of one number from
another cannot

Y2

Ma2/2.2e recognise and use the inverse relationship
between addition and subtraction and use this to check
calculations and solve missing number problems.

Representations
NB refer to Formal Methods Layout appendix – examples here are suggestions only.
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NC objectives
Ma3/2.2a

add and subtract numbers mentally, including:
i.
ii.
iii.

a three-digit number and 1s
a three-digit number and 10s
a three-digit number and 100s

Ma3/2.2b add and subtract numbers with up to 3 digits,
using formal written methods of columnar addition and
subtraction

Addition and Subtraction

Ma3/2.2c estimate the answer to a calculation and use
inverse operations to check answers

KIRF objectives
Revise all the addition and
subtraction facts to 20.

Concepts / skills
Column addition method with
exchange / regrouping.

Know doubles of all whole numbers
to 25 & all multiples of 10 to 250.

Column subtraction method with
exchange.

Know halves of all even numbers to
50 & all multiples of 10 to 500.

Using place value counters (up to 3
digits).

Know all addition and subtraction
facts using:
 multiples of 100 to 1,000
 multiples of 5 to 100

Vocabulary
(New vocabulary in bold)
add, more, plus, and, make,
altogether, total, double, tens, ones,
partition, addition, column, addend,
sum
take, take away, less, minus,
subtract, leaves, how many more,
how many fewer / less than, how
many left, how much less
is_? difference, minuend,
subtrahend
exchange, regroup, equal to, equals,
double, half, inverse, strategy,
regroup, exchange, estimate

Representations
NB refer to Formal Methods Layout appendix – examples here are suggestions only.

Y3
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Addition and Subtraction

NC objectives
Ma4/2.2a add and subtract numbers with
up to 4 digits using the formal written
methods of columnar addition and
subtraction where appropriate
Ma4/2.2b estimate and use inverse
operations to check answers to a
calculation

Y4

Ma4/3.1d estimate, compare and
calculate different measures, including
money in pounds and pence

KIRF objectives
Know all 2-digit pairs that total 100.
Know doubles of:
 all whole numbers to 50
 all multiples of 50 to 500
Know halves of:
 all whole numbers to 100
 all multiples of 50 to 1,000

Concepts / skills

Vocabulary

Column addition method with exchange /
regrouping.

add, more, plus, and, make, altogether,
total, double, tens, ones, partition, addition,
column, addend, sum

Column subtraction method with exchange.
Using decimal notation for calculations set
in a practical context, i.e. money.

take, take away, less, minus, subtract,
leaves, how many more, how many fewer /
less than, how many left, how much less
is_? difference, minuend, subtrahend
exchange, regroup, equal to, equals,
double, half, inverse, strategy, regroup,
exchange, estimate, decimal

Know all pairs of multiples of 50 with a total
of 1,000.

Representations
Pupils should now normally use the formal column method for both addition and subtraction (see Formal Methods Layout appendix).

Addition and Subtraction

For consolidation or to address misconceptions, appropriate representations from earlier year groups should be revisited.

NC objectives

KIRF objectives

Ma5/2.2a add and subtract whole numbers with more than
4 digits, including using formal written methods (columnar
addition and subtraction)

Know all decimal pairs that
total 1 or 10 (to 1 decimal
place) – link to
Measurement*

Ma5/2.2b add and subtract numbers mentally with
increasingly large numbers

Y5

Ma5/2.2c use rounding to check answers to calculations
and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of
accuracy
*Ma5/3.1g use all four operations to solve problems
involving measure using decimal notation including scaling

Concepts / skills
Column addition method with
exchange / regrouping.
Use of place value counters for
adding decimals.

Vocabulary
add, more, plus, and, make, altogether, total,
double, tens, ones, partition, addition, column,
addend, sum

Know the doubles and
halves of all two-digit
numbers.

Column subtraction method with
exchange.

take, take away, less, minus, subtract, leaves,
how many more, how many fewer / less than,
how many left, how much less is_? difference,
minuend, subtrahend

Know doubles and halves
of all multiples of 10 to
1,000.

Use of place value counters for
subtracting decimals with the same
number of decimal places.

exchange, regroup, equal to, equals, double,
half, inverse, strategy, regroup, exchange,
estimate

Representations
Pupils should now normally use the formal column method for both addition and subtraction (see Formal Methods Layout appendix).
For consolidation or to address misconceptions, appropriate representations from earlier year groups should be revisited.
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For guidance on teaching addition and subtraction to Y6, please
see the combined Y6 Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and
Division section below.
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Multiplication and Division

NC objectives

Concepts / skills

KIRF objectives

Vocabulary

Ma1/2.1b count, read and write numbers to 100 in
numerals; count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s

Count forward to 100 in
steps of 2, 5 and 10.

Recognising and making equal
groups.

groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether,
multiply, repeated addition, count in…

Ma1/2.3a solve one-step problems involving multiplication
and division, by calculating the answer using concrete
objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support
of the teacher.

Know doubles of all
numbers to 10 and halves
of even numbers to 10.

Doubling and halving.

group, share, share equally, one each, two
each…

Know halves of even
numbers to 20.

Division by sharing objects equally
into a given number of groups, e.g. I
have 12 sweets and share them
equally into 3 groups - how many in
each group? (Partitive division.)

Counting in multiples.

Division as making equal groups of
a given size, e.g. I have 12 sweets
and put them in groups of 3, how
many groups? (Quotative division.)

Representations

Y1

NB when multiplying, the number of groups or the group sizes should usually be based around 2, 5 or 10.
These examples are for illustration only.

.
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NC objectives
Ma2/2.1a count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in 10s
from any number, forward and backward
Ma2/2.3a recall and use multiplication and division facts for
the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising
odd and even numbers

KIRF objectives
Know multiplication and
division facts for 2x table.
*up to 12 x 2
Know multiplication and
division facts for 10x table.
*up to 12 x 10

Multiplication and Division

Ma2/2.3b calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division within the multiplication tables and Know multiplication and
write them using the multiplication (×), division (÷) and equals division facts for 5x table.
*up to 12 x 5
(=) signs
Ma2/2.3c show that multiplication of two numbers can be
done in any order (commutative) and division of one number
by another cannot

Concepts / skills

Vocabulary

Showing the commutative quality of
multiplication, e.g. using arrays to
show that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15

(New vocabulary in bold)

Repeated subtraction, e.g. by using
a number line.

column, row (in arrays)

groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether,
multiply, count in, repeated addition,
Linking division to multiplication, e.g. multiplied by, commutative, sets of, equal
by finding division facts within
groups, times as big as, once, twice, three
arrays.
times...

group, share, share equally, one each, two
each…, divide, divided by, divided into,
division, left, left over

Know all multiplication and
division facts for 3x table.
*up to 12 x 3

Ma2/2.3d solve problems involving multiplication and
division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental
methods, and multiplication and division facts, including
problems in contexts.

Y2

Representations

.
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NC objectives
Ma3/2.1a
and 100

count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50

Multiplication and Division

Ma3/2.3a recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication
tables
Ma3/2.3b write and calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication and division using
the multiplication tables that they know,
including for two-digit numbers times one-digit
numbers, using mental and progressing to
formal written methods

KIRF objectives

Concepts / skills

Revise multiplication and division facts for 2x,
3x, 5x and 10x tables.

2 digit x 1 digit whole numbers,
e.g. shown with Base 10.

Know all multiplication and division facts for
and 4x table. *up to 12 x 4

Division with a remainder,
using times tables facts or
repeated subtraction, e.g.
shown with lollipop sticks.

Know multiplication and division facts for 8x
table. *up to 12 x 8
Know doubles of all whole numbers to 25 &
all multiples of 10 to 250
Know halves of all even numbers to 50 & all
multiples of 10 to 500

Vocabulary
(New vocabulary in bold)
groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether,
multiply, count in, repeated addition, multiplied
by, commutative, sets of, equal groups, times
as big as, once, twice, three times..., partition,
multiple, product, tens, ones

2 digit ÷ 1 digit whole numbers,
column, row (in arrays)
e.g. shown with Base 10 or
place value counters.
group, share, share equally, one each, two
each…, divide, divided by, divided into, division,
left, left over, inverse, remainder

Representations
NB refer to Formal Methods Layout appendix – examples here are suggestions only.

Y3
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NC objectives
Ma4/2.1a
1,000

count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and

Ma4/2.3a recall multiplication and division facts
for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12

Multiplication and Division

Ma4/2.3b use place value, known and derived
facts to multiply and divide mentally, including:
multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying
together 3 numbers
Ma4/2.3c recognise and use factor pairs and
commutativity in mental calculations
Ma4/2.3d multiply two-digit and three-digit
numbers by a one-digit number using formal
written layout

Concepts / skills

KIRF objectives
Know multiplication and division facts
for the 6x table.
*up to 12 x 6
Know multiplication and division facts
for the 7x and 9x tables.
*up to 12 x 7 & 12 x 9

Using column multiplication
supported by place value counters
(2 and 3 digit x 1 digit).

Vocabulary
(New vocabulary in bold)

groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether,
multiply, count in, repeated addition, multiplied
Using the short division method (up by, commutative, sets of, equal groups, times
to 3 digits ÷ 1 digit) through concrete as big as, once, twice, three times..., partition,
and pictorial representations.
multiple, product, tens, ones, factor

Know multiplication and division facts
for the 11x table.
*up to 12 x 11

column, row (in arrays)

Know all multiplication and division
facts for all tables up to 12 x 12.

group, share, share equally, one each, two
each…, divide, divided by, divided into, division,
left, left over, inverse, remainder, multiple,
short division, divisible by

Know doubles of:
 all whole numbers to 50
 all multiples of 50 to 500
Know halves of:
 all whole numbers to 100
 all multiples of 50 to 1,000

Y4
Representations

NB refer to Formal Methods Layout appendix – examples here are suggestions only.

Further representations can be used to make links where needed,
e.g. expanded methods for written multiplication.
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NC objectives

KIRF objectives

Ma5/2.3a identify multiples and factors,
including finding all factor pairs of a number, and
common factors of two numbers

Revise multiplication and division facts
for all times tables up to 12 x 12.

Ma5/2.3d multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a
one- or two-digit number using a formal written
method, including long multiplication for two-digit
numbers

Multiplication and Division

Ma5/2.3e multiply and divide numbers mentally
drawing upon known facts

Know the doubles and halves of all
two-digit numbers.

Concepts / skills
Using formal written methods to
multiply (up to 4 digit x 1 or 2 digit
numbers).
Using the written short division
method (up to 4 digits ÷ 1 digit).

Know doubles and halves of all
multiples of 10 to 1,000.
Know all pairs of factors of numbers up
to 100.

Ma5/2.3f divide numbers up to 4 digits by a
Know square numbers to 12 x 12.
one-digit number using the formal written method
of short division and interpret remainders
appropriately for the context

Vocabulary
(New vocabulary in bold)
groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether,
multiply, count in, repeated addition, multiplied
by, commutative, sets of, equal groups, times
as big as, once, twice, three times..., partition,
multiple, product, tens, ones, factor, square,
cube, integer
column, row (in arrays), decimal
group, share, share equally, one each, two
each…, divide, divided by, divided into, division,
left, left over, inverse, remainder, multiple, short
division, divisible by, dividend, divisor,
quotient

Ma5/2.3h recognise and use square numbers
and cube numbers, and the notation for squared
(2) and cubed (3)

Y5

Ma5/3.1g use all four operations to solve
problems involving measure using decimal
notation including scaling

Representations
NB also refer to Formal Methods Layout appendix.

For consolidation or to address misconceptions, appropriate representations from earlier year groups should be revisited.
Expanded written methods can also be used to make links when required.
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Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division

NC objectives

KIRF objectives

Ma6/2.2a multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number
using the formal written method of long multiplication

Know the two-place decimal
complements of 1.

Column addition method with
exchange / regrouping.

Ma6/2.2b divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the
formal written method of long division, and interpret remainders as whole number
remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate for the context

Use all multiplication and
division facts for times tables
to 12 x 12 to derive x and ÷ of
small multiples of 10 and 100
(e.g. 30 x 900; 8,100 ÷ 9).

Use of place value counters for
adding decimals.

Know the decimal and
percentage equivalents of the
fractions ½, ¼, ¾, 1/3, 2/3,
tenths and fifths.

Use of place value counters for
subtracting decimals with
different numbers of decimal
places.

Know the doubles and halves
of all multiples of 100 to
10,000.

Using formal written methods to
multiply (up to 4 digit x 1 or 2
digit numbers).

Ma6/2.2c divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit number using the formal
written method of short division where appropriate, interpreting remainders
according to the context
Ma6/2.2d
numbers.

perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large

Ma6/2.2f use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations
involving the 4 operations
Ma6/2.2i use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the
context of a problem, an appropriate degree of accuracy.
Ma6/2.3h
numbers

Y6

Concepts / skills

Column subtraction method with
exchange.

Using the written short division
method (up to 4 digits ÷ 1 digit).

Vocabulary
add, more, plus, and, make, altogether,
total, double, tens, ones, partition, addition,
column, addend, sum
take, take away, less, minus, subtract,
leaves, how many more, how many fewer /
less than, how many left, how much less
is_? difference, minuend, subtrahend
equal to, equals, double, half, inverse,
strategy, regroup, exchange, estimate
groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether,
multiply, count in, repeated addition,
multiplied by, commutative, sets of, equal
groups, times as big as, once, twice, three
times..., partition, multiple, product, tens,
ones, factor, square, cube, integer
column, row (in arrays), decimal

multiply one-digit numbers with up to 2 decimal places by whole

Ma6/2.3i use written division methods in cases where the answer has up to 2
decimal places
Ma6/3.1a solve problems involving the calculation and conversion of units of
measure, using decimal notation up to 2 decimal places where appropriate

Representations

Long division and short division
(up to 4 digits ÷ 2 digits)
supported by place value
counters, including exchange
into the tenths and hundredths
columns.

group, share, share equally, one each, two
each…, divide, divided by, divided into,
division, left, left over, inverse, remainder,
multiple, short division, divisible by,
dividend, divisor, quotient

NB also refer to Formal Methods Layout appendix.
Pupils should now normally use formal written methods for multiplication and short division with a 1 digit divisor. Written methods
for long and short division with a 2 digit divisor should be supported by other representations (see examples below).

Pupils should now normally use
the formal column method for
both addition and subtraction.
For consolidation or to address
misconceptions, appropriate
representations from earlier
year groups should be
revisited.
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Appendix: Formal Methods Layout

Multiplication
Division

Subtraction

Addition

This table shows how calculations should be set out once pupils have mastered the underlying concepts and are ready to use more efficient
abstract methods of recording. Concrete and pictorial representations, or expanded written methods, should be used until pupils are secure enough
in their understanding to attempt these methods.

20 x 15

8 x 15
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